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1) Choose a digital camera.
•We will shoot a scene -The same scene, at each
of the ISO speeds available on your camera.
-You may need to reference your book on how to change the ISO.
-All ISO shots should be metered and photographed accordingly.
•Shoot fine .JPG and RAW.
-Use a tripod so everything aligns.
2) SET 1 - Shoot a scene with sun and shade in the frame at each ISO.
(I can’t believe I am putting this in writing... for these shots only let your compositional skills fall to the
side. Target your sun, shade in the center of the frame...We will be cropping the frame for this test)
3) SET 2 - Shoot an indoor available light scene at each ISO.
-Use a tripod so everything aligns.
Shoot all of your ISO’s.
For the printed part of the project use only whole stops.
EX: 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, 6400.
You will have many frames of the same scene photographed at different ISO’s. (your camera may have
more ISO options than listed shoot them all)
Why: Testing the camera you use at each ISO will let you know when noise becomes a factor. With this
knowledge we will know how high of an ISO is acceptable for different shooting situations.
4) Download the images to the computer.
5) Add the ISO into the filename so It will be easily Identifiable later in the process.
6) From the Bridge: Menu - Tools - Photoshop - Load Files into Photoshop Layers.
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7) Make sure images are in the Adobe RGB
1998 color space.
-Do no other image adjustments.

8) Image - Image Size -Make sure your
resolution is set to 240PPI.
-Resample image off.
(Remember this repositions the pixels
within the square inch. No adding or
subtracting of pixels means no loss of image
quality)

9) Image - Canvas Size
-Crop to 5x7 inches -Anchor in the center
We can reposition this.
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10) Use the Move Tool to reposition the crop where you want it. Look for the shadow and light area to be
in the crop. Select all layers in the layer panel when using the Move tool.
11) Use the Crop Tool - in the options bar click Delete Cropped Pixels. Set the crop in place. Keep all
the Layers selected here as well
12) Now create a New Canvas:
Menu - File - New.
8.5x11 inches - 240PPI - White Background - 8 Bit - Adobe RGB.
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13) Lets have the images side by side to easily
drag the ISO files onto the new canvas.
Menu - Window - Arrange - 2 Up Vertically.

14) Drag the 1st two files onto the new canvas. Mine were ISO 100 and ISO 200.
•Make sure snap is checked on:
Menu - View - Snap.
•While here turn on the Rulers also. OR “Command R” Turns the rulers on and off.

15) Use the Move Tool to center and arrange your files on the page. The files will snap to the center.
Take your time and balance things out.
I used a Guide to start this process. Set the top guide to .25 to .5 inches down from the top of the page
and aligned my ISO 100 Image there. Then eye the next image, leaving space at the bottom of the page
and space between the two images.
•How to set a Guide: With the ruler visible navigate your Move Tool to the ruler tool. Click in the middle of
the ruler and drag your guide down. For a vertical guide you would do this from the side ruler.
16) Next use the Text Tool to add the ISO onto the page. it can be at the corner of the image or in the
white space below the images. Just be consistent. Use a simple font and black, white or gray for the font
color.
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17) Add the next two images over the two you have already positioned. This will be your template.
Go to the Layers panel and select the two text layers and duplicate them. Move them to the top of the
Layer Stack and use your Text Tool to update the ISO to the current images. and repeat until all of your
images are in this file.
18) I recommend grouping the four layers that represent each page. Select the first two images and two
text layers. Then click the Group icon at the bottom of the Layers Panel. Those four layers will be
contained. You can turn the group eyeball on and off easily revealing each page or hiding the page.

19) Print all of the ISO pages.
20) Label your prints with your name, class and project.This info can be added to the image page (part of
the design or a label on the back of the prints.

